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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of
DC/DC conversion.
[0002] DC/DC converters serve to provide a conver-
sion of a DC input voltage to a different DC output voltage.
DC/DC converters are widely used in battery driven elec-
tronic devices that require an input voltage differing from
a voltage provided by e.g. a battery. DC/DC converters
can be realized in a plurality of different ways. They are
preferably implemented as linear regulators or switching
regulators. While linear regulators only provide step-
down conversion, switching regulators can be arbitrarily
configured in order to provide step-up, step-down or an
inversion of an output voltage with respect to an input
voltage. Generally, switching regulators comprise an in-
ductive element, a capacitive element and some kind of
switch, e.g. a switching transistor. The inductive element
as well as the capacitor are used as energy storage
means for transferring energy from an input to an output
port in discrete packets. Principally, switching regulators
feature higher efficiency than linear regulators.
[0003] Document WO98/54827 discloses a DC/DC
converter having a switching transistor (108) for control-
ling the flow of a current for charging of a capacitive el-
ement (106), the DC/DC converter comprising: first con-
trol means (110,132,136,140) for initiating a switch-off of
the switching transistor in response to a detection of a
zero crossing of the current, second control means (110,
120, 122, 124, 126, 128) for detecting a deviation of the
first control means and for generating an offset control
signal for reducing the deviation of the first control means,
the offset control signal being provided to the first control
means (comparator 132).
[0004] Fig. 1 illustrates a circuit diagram of a DC/DC
up-converter 100 known in the prior art. The DC/DC con-
verter 100 has an input voltage supply 110, typically a
battery. It further has an output capacitor 112 and induc-
tive element 108, typically implemented as a coil. Fur-
thermore, the DC/DC converter 100 has two switches
102, 104 that are implemented by means of e.g. NMOS
and PMOS transistors, respectively. The two switches
102, 104 are coupled in parallel. The capacitor 112 is
arranged in series with the switch 104 and the coil 108
is arranged in series with respect to both switches 104,
102. Additionally, a comparator 106 is coupled in parallel
to the switch 104.
[0005] The switching of the two switching transistors
102, 104 is controlled by means of a control unit 114.
The control unit 114 is further coupled to the output of
the comparator 106. Preferably, the two switching tran-
sistors 102, 104 are driven in a push-pull mode by means
of the control unit 114. Either switching transistor 102 or
switching transistor 104 allow flowing of an associate cur-
rent. During operation, either one or both of the two
switching transistors 102, 104 disrupt their associate cur-
rent flow.
[0006] The principal operation of the DC/DC converter

illustrated in Fig. 1 can be explained by means of the
voltage diagram 120 of Fig. 2 and the corresponding cur-
rent diagram 130 of Fig. 3. The voltage diagram 120 il-
lustrates voltage across switching transistor 102 versus
time and the current diagram 130 depicts the current flow-
ing through the coil 108 versus time. At to both switching
transistors 102, 104 are switched off, i.e. electrical con-
ductance is disrupted. Right after to switching transistor
102 is switched on and the current through the coil 108
ramps up as can be seen by the rising edge 132 of the
current diagram of Fig. 3. Here, the rising edge 132 only
shows the rising of the current in the coil 108 in a simpli-
fied way; the rising of the current is typically linear with
time. It substantially depends on the difference between
input and output voltage and the size of the coil. However,
the rise of the current may also feature a non-linear be-
havior that might be due to parasitic effects. Generally,
the rise of the current is due to the inductive impact of
the coil 108.
[0007] While the current rises, the coil 108 serves to
store electrical energy. Typically, when the current reach-
es its maximum at t1, the switching transistor 102 is
switched off and the switching transistor 104 is switched
on. This leads to a sudden rise of the voltage well above
the input voltage level 124. The voltage even rises above
the output voltage level 122. The rising of the voltage at
t1 above the input voltage level 124 is due to a release
of the electrical energy stored in the coil 108. Hence, the
current flowing through the coil 108 can be described by
the falling edge 134. During this falling edge 134, the
capacitor 112 is charged. Moreover, during this time in-
terval between t1 and t2 the voltage across the switching
transistor 102 decreases to the output voltage level 122.
[0008] At t2 the voltage across switching transistor 102
equals the desired output voltage across the capacitor
112. Therefore, the voltage across switching transistor
104 substantially equals zero and as a consequence the
current flowing through switching transistor 104 and
hence through the coil 108 equals zero. Now, the switch-
ing transistor 104 has to be switched off immediately in
order to prevent an undesired discharge of the capacitor
112.
[0009] If not switched off in time, energy stored in the
capacitor 112 may dissipate towards the coil 108 in form
of a current flowing through the switching transistor 104
in an opposite direction compared to the charging cur-
rent. In order to prevent rising of this oppositely directed
current, the comparator 106 serves to detect a zero
crossing of the current at time t2. Detection of the current’s
zero crossing can be indirectly performed by detecting a
zero voltage across the switching transistor 104. In re-
sponse to detect a zero crossing, the comparator 106
provides a switch off signal to the control unit 114 that in
turn switches off the switching transistor 104.
[0010] In the following, both transistors 102, 104 are
switched off; the voltage across switching transistor 102
drops to the input voltage level 124 and the current
through the coil 108 substantially remains zero. After a
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certain time interval has elapsed, the entire duty cycle is
repeated. The time interval between two successive duty
cycles is governed by the load that is coupled to the
DC/DC converter’s output.
[0011] For an effective and reliable operation of the
DC/DC converter it is important that the switch-off of the
switching transistor 104 exactly matches the zero cross-
ing of the current. In case that the switch-off is delayed,
an oppositely directed discharge current of the capacitor
112 may arise that has a negative impact on the efficiency
of the DC/DC conversion. In the opposite scenario, if the
switching transistor 104 is switched off too early, i.e. prior
to a zero crossing of the current, the remaining voltage
across transistor 104 will have to dissipate. An associate
current may discharge via the parasitic diode that exists
between the drain and source of the switching transistor
104.
[0012] Such a discharge reflects in a distinct voltage
peak 126 that is appreciably larger than the initial voltage
offset at t1 with respect to the output voltage level 122.
Also in this scenario, operation of the DC/DC converter
is sub-optimal because a certain amount of energy stored
in the coil 108 is not effectively used for charging of the
output capacitor 112.
[0013] In principle, accurate matching of a switch-off
of the switching transistor 104 and a zero crossing of the
current is rather sophisticated to achieve. Since the
switching of the switching transistors 102, 104 is control-
led by means of the control unit 114 that is adapted to
react on an input signal derived from the comparator 106,
there inevitably exists a certain delay. However, such a
delay can be compensated by operating the comparator
106 with a predefined offset but the DC/DC converter
may still behave very sensitively towards environmental
changes, such as e.g. a varying temperature that has a
non-negligible impact on the temporal behavior of the
various electronic components of the DC/DC converter.
[0014] Moreover, the comparator 106 has to provide a
high level of accuracy in order to measure very small
voltage differences between drain and source of the tran-
sistor 104. Therefore, in the prior art the comparator 106
has to fulfill strict specification requirements.
[0015] The present invention aims to overcome the
shortcomings of the prior art and aims to provide a DC/DC
converter with improved means to detect a zero current
or zero voltage across the switching transistor.
[0016] The present invention provides a DC/DC con-
verter that has a switching transistor for controlling the
flow of a current for charging of a capacitive element.
The current for charging the capacitive element is pro-
vided by a DC voltage source and an inductive element
that is adapted to store electrical energy. The DC/DC
converter comprises first control means for initiating a
switch-off of the switching transistor in response to a de-
tection of a zero crossing of the current and second con-
trol means for detecting a deviation of the first control
means and for generating an offset control signal for re-
ducing the deviation of the first control means. This offset

control signal that is generated by means of the second
control means is provided to the first control means.
[0017] In this context, the first control means’ deviation
refers to a temporal mismatch between the switch-off of
the switching transistor and the zero crossing of the cur-
rent. The deviation is not only due to the first control
means. It is also due to temporal behavior of the switching
transistor itself and other signal processing means that
are adapted to detect the zero crossing of the current
and/or the zero crossing of the voltage across the switch-
ing transistor.
[0018] The second control means are adapted to de-
tect a mismatch between the switch-off of the switching
transistor and the zero crossing of the current. Upon de-
tection of such a deviation, the second control means
generate an offset control signal that is fed back to the
first control means in order to reduce a deviation in a
subsequent duty cycle of the DC/DC converter. In this
way the second control means provide a feedback loop
in order to control an accurate operation of the first control
means and/or the switching transistor.
[0019] Moreover, the second control means allow for
a dynamic mismatch compensation, i.e. a potential mis-
match between a switch-off and a zero current detection
is detected and measured and a corresponding offset
control signal is actively generated in order to effectively
compensate the mismatch in a subsequent duty cycle.
In this way, the inventive DC/DC converter can dynami-
cally adapt to various external conditions that may arbi-
trarily change during operation of the DC/DC converter.
In particular, this dynamic mismatch- or offset compen-
sation allows to implement electronic components fea-
turing a larger tolerance margin and that are available as
low cost components. Hence, by making use of this dy-
namic compensation and active zero current detection
scheme, stringent specification requirements as they are
known from the prior art do no longer have to be strictly
fulfilled.
[0020] According to a preferred embodiment of the in-
vention, the deviation of the first control means comprises
a switch-off of the switching transistor prior to the zero
crossing of the current. Also here, a deviation is by no
means restricted to deviation of the first control means.
In this embodiment a deviation refers to an early switch-
off of the switching transistor with respect to the zero
crossing of the current flowing through the transistor. In
this case only an early switch-off of the switching tran-
sistor is detected by means of the second control means.
Hence, a delayed switch-off, i.e. disruption of the electric
circuit after a zero crossing of the current and/or voltage
is not detected by the second control means. Conse-
quently, the second control means are therefore only
adapted to detect an advancing mismatch between
switch-off and zero crossing.
[0021] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the second control means are implemented
as a comparator that is adapted to detect a voltage peak
across the switching transistor. This voltage peak is in
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turn indicative of the switching transistor’s switch-off prior
to the zero crossing of the current. Hence, the comparator
representing the second control means is able to detect
a particular voltage peak arising across the switching
transistor if the transistor is switched off too early, i.e.
prior to the zero crossing of the current and/or the voltage.
In typical implementations, where the switching transistor
is implemented on the basis of metal oxide semi-conduc-
tor (MOS) techniques, this voltage peak may well exceed
several hundreds of mV.
[0022] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the second control means are further
adapted to generate an offset control signal for delaying
the switching transistor’s switch-off if the second control
means detect a switch-off of the switching transistor prior
to a zero crossing of the current. If the second control
means, e.g. the comparator, detect an early switch-off of
the switching transistor, e.g. by detecting the distinct volt-
age peak across the switching transistor in the vicinity of
the zero crossing, the offset control signal generated by
the comparator serves to delay the switching transistor’s
switch-off in the subsequent duty cycle.
[0023] Preferably, this offset control signal is indicative
of an incremental increase of the first control means de-
lay. Since the first control means delay is effectively con-
trolled by means of a predefined offset, the offset control
signal serves to increment this predefined delay when-
ever an early switch-off of the switching transistor has
been detected via a detection of the distinct voltage peak
across the switching transistor.
[0024] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the second control means are further
adapted to generate an offset control signal for advancing
the switching transistor’s switch-off if the second control
means do not detect a switch-off of the switching tran-
sistor prior to a zero crossing of the current. In this em-
bodiment the DC/DC converter accounts for those cases
where the switch-off of the switching transistor is delayed
with respect to the zero crossing of the charging current.
A missing of the distinct voltage peak across the switch-
ing transistor is indicative of either a zero mismatch or a
delay of the transistors’ switch-off.
[0025] Even though an accurate matching of the
switch-off and the zero crossing represents an optimal
operation mode of the DC/DC converter the second con-
trol means do not allow to distinguish between a zero
mismatch and a severe delay of the switch-off. Since a
rather large delay of the switch-off has a larger negative
impact than advancing of an accurate switch-off by one
increment, the second control means are adapted to gen-
erate an advancing offset control signal for the first control
means whenever an early switch-off of the switching tran-
sistor is not detected during a considered time interval in
which the zero crossing of the current occurs.
[0026] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the size of the voltage peak that is detected
by means of the second control means determines the
magnitude of the offset control signal. Typically, the size

of the voltage peak arising due to an early switch-off of
the switching transistor is also indicative of the size of
the mismatch between switch-off and current zero cross-
ing. Therefore, by analyzing the size of the voltage peak
by means of the second control means, the offset control
signal that is provided to the first control means may in-
itiate an offset of several increments.
[0027] Hence by not only detecting an existence but
also the size of this distinct voltage peak, the correspond-
ing offset control signal may initiate a corresponding off-
set signal for the first control means. In this way, a large
mismatch can be detected and a corresponding large
compensation signal can be generated and provided to
the first control means. As an advantage, a rather large
mismatch can be compensated by means of a single duty
cycle instead of iteratively executing a plurality of suc-
cessive duty cycles, each of which providing a predefined
delay of the switching transistor’s switch-off.
[0028] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the first control means are further adapted
to enable a second control means. Since the second con-
trol means are only designed for detecting the first control
means’ deviation in a time interval in the vicinity of the
zero crossing of the current, i.e. at the end of a duty cycle,
the second control means do not have to be active during
an entire duty cycle. In particular, the enabling of the sec-
ond control means by means of the first control means
effectively allows for an efficient use of the second control
means.
[0029] Preferably, the second control means that are
e.g. implemented as a comparator, are coupled to the
first control means output. For example, the second con-
trol means are enabled in response to a flag of the first
control means, i.e. when the first control means generate
a switch-off signal. Preferably, the second control means
feature a fast response that is sufficient to detect the dis-
tinct voltage peak arising across the switching transistor
after an enabling of the second control means.
[0030] Otherwise, when for example the distinct volt-
age peak is not present due to a delayed switch-off, the
second control means are also enabled. In this case the
second control means are not able to detect the distinct
voltage peak because it did not arise. Due to a missing
detection of a non existing voltage peak, the second con-
trol means are adapted to generate an appropriate offset
control signal that serves to advance a subsequent
switch-off of the switching transistor.
[0031] Alternatively, enabling of the second control
means might also be controlled by means of the control
unit. Since the control unit is adapted to trigger switching
of the switching transistor, it might be well adapted to
additionally trigger the second control means.
[0032] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the inventive DC/DC converter is adapted
to provide a DC/DC up-conversion. In this way the various
components of the DC/DC converter provide a packet
wise transfer of electric energy to the output capacitor.
This packet wise energy transfer serves to provide a DC
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output voltage that is substantially larger than a DC input
voltage. The dynamic offset compensation or mismatch
compensation scheme provided by the inventive DC/DC
converter is preferably applicable to detection of a zero
crossing of the charging current of the output capacitor.
This configuration is in particular relevant for DC/DC up-
conversion.
[0033] However, detection of a zero current and/or ze-
ro voltage as well as detection of a predefined current
level or voltage level might be universally implemented
on the basis of the inventive dynamic mismatch compen-
sation scheme. Hence, the invention is by no means re-
stricted to zero voltage detection but might be arbitrarily
used for detection of a predefined current or voltage level,
that might be useful for e.g. a DC/DC down-converter.
[0034] According to a further preferred embodiment of
the invention, the second control means are further
adapted to detect a voltage peak that has a duration in
the range of nanoseconds. The distinct voltage peak aris-
ing due to an early switch-off of the switching transistor
typically features a duration of a few nanoseconds. In
order to be able to detect this distinct voltage peak, the
second control means are preferably implemented on
the basis of a comparator that allows for detection of volt-
age signals in the nanosecond range.
[0035] In another aspect, the invention provides a
method of operating a DC/DC converter that has a switch-
ing transistor for controlling the flow of a current for charg-
ing a capacitive element. This charging current is provid-
ed by a DC voltage source and an inductive element that
serves to store and to provide electric energy. This
DC/DC converter further has first control means for initi-
ating a switch-off of the switching transistor in response
to a detection of a zero crossing of the charging current.
The method of operating of the DC/DC converter com-
prises detecting a deviation of the first control means on
the basis of second control means and generating an
offset control signal by means of the second control
means and providing this offset control signal to the first
control means in order to reduce the first control means’
deviation. In this context, deviation comprises a switch-
off of the switching transistor prior to the zero crossing
of the current flowing through the switching transistor.
[0036] In still another aspect, the invention provides a
battery driven electronic device that comprises a DC/DC
converter that has a switching transistor for controlling
the flow of a current for charging of a capacitive element.
The DC/DC converter of the battery driven electronic de-
vice comprises first control means for initiating a switch-
off of the switching transistor in response to a detection
of a zero crossing of the charging current and second
control means for detecting a deviation of the first control
means and for generating an offset control signal for re-
ducing the deviation of the first control means. Addition-
ally, this offset control signal is provided to the first control
means.
[0037] Further, it is to be noted that any reference signs
in the claims are not to be construed as limiting the scope

of the present invention.
[0038] In the following, preferred embodiments of the
invention will be described in greater detail by making
reference to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1 schematically shows a circuit diagram of a
prior art DC/DC up-converter,
Fig. 2 shows a voltage diagram of two successive
duty cycles of a DC/DC up-converter,
Fig. 3 shows a current diagram of two successive
duty cycles of the DC/DC up-converter,
Fig. 4 schematically shows a circuit diagram of the
inventive DC/DC converter.

[0039] The voltage diagram 120 of Fig. 2 as well as
the corresponding current diagram 130 of Fig. 3 refer to
the prior art implementation of the DC/DC converter as
shown in Fig. 1 as well as to the inventive DC/DC con-
verter illustrated in Fig. 4. In Fig. 2 the distinct voltage
peak 126 is shown that arises when the switch-off of the
switching transistor 104 occurs prior to a zero crossing
of the charging current flowing through the switching tran-
sistor 104. In this case the offset of the comparator 106
is such that the comparator 106 flags too early leading
to a too early switching of the switching transistor 104.
[0040] Fig. 4 is illustrative of the inventive DC/DC con-
verter having a dynamic offset control. The DC/DC con-
verter 100 has two switching transistors 102, 104 that
are preferably implemented as NMOS and PMOS tran-
sistors, respectively. The DC/DC converter further has a
coil 108 as well as a capacitor 112 that serve to store
electric energy provided by the voltage supply 110. Volt-
age supply 110 is for example implemented as a battery
providing a DC voltage and a corresponding DC current.
The two switching transistors 102, 104 are controlled by
means of a control unit that is not explicitly shown here.
[0041] A switch-on of the switching transistor 102 leads
to a rising of the current flowing through the coil 108. A
subsequent alternate switching of the two transistors, i.
e. switching off of transistor 102 and switching on of tran-
sistor 104 leads to a sudden rising of the voltage across
transistor 102 and across capacitor 112. Since electric
energy is provided by the coil 108 as well as by the DC
voltage supply 110, the output voltage that can be tapped
across the capacitor 112 rises even above the output
voltage level 122. Since the electric energy charged in
the coil 108 is finite, the voltage across the capacitor 112
may decrease until it reaches a value of the output volt-
age level 122. At this point of time t2 the current flowing
through the transistor 104 substantially equals zero
which is detected by means of the comparator 106. In
response to this zero detection, the comparator 106 flags
and submits a corresponding flag signal to the control
unit in order to switch-off the transistor 104. The flag sig-
nal is further transmitted to the comparator 140 in order
to enable the latter. Comparator 140 effectively provides
the second control means for detecting a distinct voltage
peak arising across the transistor 104 in case that tran-
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sistor 104 has been switched off prior to a zero crossing
of the current flowing through transistor 104.
[0042] Therefore, the input terminals of comparator
140 are coupled to source and drain of the transistor 104
in order to measure the voltage peak across the transistor
104. The output terminal of the comparator 140 is coupled
to comparator 106 via the offset control line 142. In this
way an offset control signal generated by means of the
comparator 140 can be effectively provided to the com-
parator 106. This offset control line 142 serves to directly
couple the two comparators 140, 106.
[0043] The comparator 140 is preferably adapted to
provide two different kinds of offset control signals. A first
kind of offset control signal serves as a delay offset signal
and a second kind of offset control signal serves as an
advancing offset signal. The delay offset signal is gen-
erated by means of the comparator 140 in response to
detection of a distinct voltage peak across transistor 104
that is indicative of an early switch-off of the transistor
104. An advancing signal is generated by means of the
comparator 140 in complimentary cases, i.e. when no
distinct voltage peak is detected during a considered time
interval.
[0044] In this way the offset of comparator 106 is per-
manently and actively controlled. The comparator 140
serves to generate either an incremental or a decremen-
tal offset signal that serve to either increment or decre-
ment the offset of the comparator 106, respectively. Con-
sequently, the offset of the comparator 106 that governs
the switching time of the transistor 104 is actively and
iteratively manipulated in order to maintain a minimum
mismatch of the switching transistor’s 104 switch-off and
the zero crossing of the corresponding current.
[0045] In this way the comparator 106 no longer has
to be implemented as a high precision comparator fea-
turing a small intrinsic offset and low temperature effects.
The dynamic offset control of the comparator 106 allows
implementation of comparators featuring appreciable
manufacturing tolerances and temperature drift. Moreo-
ver, the comparator 140 that serves to detect the distinct
voltage peak may also be implemented as a comparator
with a low sensitivity, because the characteristic voltage
peaks typically exceed 100 mV. The comparator 140 only
has to provide a sufficient fast response when enabled
by means of flagging of the comparator 106 via enabling
line 144. Since the specification requirements for both
comparators 106, 140 are substantially reduced com-
pared to comparators used in the prior art, the compara-
tors 106, 140 can also be implemented in a more com-
pact, hence space saving way.
[0046] Further, it is to be mentioned, that technical im-
plementation of the switching transistors 102, 104 and
the comparators 106, 140 is by no means limited to metal-
oxide semiconductor technology (MOS) or to comple-
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor technology
(CMOS). Generally, the electronic components of the
DC/DC converter might be implemented on the basis of
any suitable semiconductor technology, such as e.g. sil-

icon bipolar technology or Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) het-
erojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) technology.

LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS:

[0047]

100 DC/DC converter
102 switching transistor
104 switching transistor
106 comparator
108 coil
110 voltage supply
112 capacitor
114 control unit
120 voltage diagram
122 output voltage level
124 input voltage level
126 voltage peak
130 current diagram
132 rising current edge
134 falling current edge
136 zero crossing
140 comparator
142 offset control line
144 enabling line
146 comparator output line

Claims

1. A DC/DC converter (100) having a switching tran-
sistor (104) for controlling the flow of a current for
charging of a capacitive element (112), the DC/DC
converter comprising:

first control means (106) for initiating a switch-
off of the switching transistor in response to a
detection of a zero crossing (136) of the current,
second control means (140), implemented as a
comparator (140), being adapted to detect a
voltage peak across the switching transistor
(104), the voltage peak (126) being indicative of
the switching transistor’s switch-off prior to the
zero crossing (136) of the current and for gen-
erating an offset control signal for reducing the
offset of the first control means, the offset control
signal being provided to the first control means.

2. The DC/DC converter (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the second control means (140) are adapted
to generate an offset control signal for delaying the
switching transistor’s switch-off if the second control
means detects the voltage peak indicative of a
switch-off of the switching transistor (104) prior to a
zero crossing (136) of the current.

3. The DC/DC converter (100) according to claim 1,
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wherein the second control means (140) are adapted
to generate an offset control signal for advancing the
switching transistor’s switch-off if the second control
means do not detect the voltage peak indicative of
a switch-off of the switching transistor (104) prior to
a zero crossing (136) of the current.

4. The DC/DC converter (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the size of the voltage peak detected by
means of the second control means (140) deter-
mines the magnitude of the offset control signal.

5. The DC/DC converter (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the first control means (106) are adapted to
enable the second control means (140).

6. The DC/DC converter (100) according to claim 1 pro-
viding DC/DC up-conversion.

7. The DC/DC converter (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the second control (140) means are adapted
to detect a voltage peak (126) having a duration in
the range of nanoseconds.

8. A method of operating a DC/DC converter according
to claim 1, the method of operating comprising the
steps of:

detecting a voltage peak across the switching
transistor, the voltage peak being indicative of
switch-off of the switching transistor prior to the
zero crossing of the current due to an offset of
the first control means; and,
generating an offset control signal by a second
control means and providing the offset control
signal to the first control means in order to re-
duce the offset of the first control means.

9. A battery driven electronic device comprising a
DC/DC converter (100) as claimed in any one of the
claims 1 to 7.

Patentansprüche

1. DC/DC-Wandler (100) mit einem Schalttransistor
(104) zum Steuern des Flusses eines Stroms zum
Laden eines kapazitiven Elements (112), wobei der
DC/DC-Wandler umfasst:

erste Steuermittel (106) zum Einleiten eines
Ausschaltens des Schalttransistors als Reakti-
on auf ein Erfassen eines Nulldurchgangs (136)
des Stroms,
zweite Steuermittel (140), implementiert als ein
Komparator (140), die angepasst sind, eine
Spannungsspitze über den Schalttransistor
(104) zu erfassen, wobei die Spannungsspitze

(126) das Ausschalten des Schalttransistors vor
dem Nulldurchgang (136) des Stroms anzeigt,
und zum Erzeugen eines Abweichungssteuer-
signals zum Reduzieren der Abweichung der
ersten Steuermittel, wobei das Abweichungs-
steuersignal den ersten Steuermitteln bereitge-
stellt wird.

2. DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
zweiten Steuermittel (140) angepasst sind, ein Ab-
weichungssteuersignal zum Verzögern des Aus-
schaltens des Schalttransistor zu erzeugen, falls die
zweiten Steuermittel die Spannungsspitze erfassen,
welche ein Ausschalten des Schalttransistors (104)
vor einem Nulldurchgang (136) des Stroms anzeigt.

3. DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
zweiten Steuermittel (140) angepasst sind, ein Ab-
weichungssteuersignal zum Vorantreiben des Aus-
schaltens des Schalttransistors zu erzeugen, falls
die zweiten Steuermittel die Spannungsspitze nicht
erfassen, welche ein Ausschalten des Schalttransis-
tors (104) vor einem Nulldurchgang (136) des
Stroms anzeigt.

4. DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Größe der Spannungsspitze, welche mittels der
zweiten Steuermittel (140) erfasst ist, die Magnitude
des Abweichungssteuersignals bestimmt.

5. DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
ersten Steuermittel (106) angepasst sind, die zwei-
ten Steuermittel (140) freizugeben.

6. DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach Anspruch 1, der eine
DC/DC-Aufwärtsumwandlung bereitstellt.

7. DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
zweiten Steuermittel (140) angepasst sind, eine
Spannungsspitze (126) mit einer Dauer im Bereich
von Nanosekunden zu erfassen.

8. Verfahren zum Betreiben eines DC/DC-Wandlers
nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren zum Betrei-
ben die Schritte umfasst:

Erfassen einer Spannungsspitze über den
Schalttransistor, wobei die Spannungsspitze
das Ausschalten des Schalttransistors vor dem
Nulldurchgang des Stroms aufgrund einer Ab-
weichung der ersten Steuermittel anzeigt; und,
Erzeugen eines Abweichungssteuersignals
durch ein zweites Steuermittel und Bereitstellen
des Abweichungssteuersignals an die ersten
Steuermittel, um die Abweichung der ersten
Steuermittel zu reduzieren.

9. Batteriegetriebene Elektrovorrichtung, umfassend
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einen DC/DC-Wandler (100) nach einem der An-
sprüche 1 bis 7.

Revendications

1. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) ayant un transistor de
commutation (104) pour commander l’écoulement
d’un courant pour charger un élément capacitif (112),
le convertisseur CC/CC comprenant:

un premier moyen de commande (106) pour
amorcer une coupure du transistor de commu-
tation en réponse à une détection d’un passage
par zéro (136) du courant,
un second moyen de commande (140), mis en
oeuvre comme un comparateur (140), étant
conçu pour détecter un pic de tension aux bor-
nes du transistor de commutation (104), le pic
de tension (126) étant indicatif de la coupure du
transistor de commutation avant le passage par
zéro (136) du courant et pour produire un signal
de commande de décalage pour réduire le dé-
calage du premier moyen de commande, le si-
gnal de commande de décalage étant fourni au
premier moyen de commande.

2. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel le second moyen de commande (140)
est conçu pour produire un signal de commande de
décalage pour retarder la coupure du transistor de
commutation si le second moyen de commande dé-
tecte le pic de tension indicatif d’une coupure du tran-
sistor de commutation (104) avant un passage par
zéro (136) du courant.

3. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel le second moyen de commande (140)
est conçu pour produire un signal de commande de
décalage pour avancer la coupure du transistor de
commutation si le second moyen de commande ne
détecte pas le pic de tension indicatif d’une coupure
du transistor de commutation (104) avant un passa-
ge par zéro (136) du courant.

4. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel la taille du pic de tension détecté au
moyen du second moyen de commande (140) dé-
termine l’amplitude du signal de commande de dé-
calage.

5. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel le premier moyen de commande (106)
est conçu pour valider le second moyen de comman-
de (140).

6. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon la revendication
1 fournissant une transformation par élévation

CC/CC.

7. Convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon la revendication
1, dans lequel le second moyen de commande (140)
est conçu pour détecter un pic de tension (126) ayant
une durée dans la plage de nanosecondes.

8. Procédé de mise en oeuvre d’un convertisseur
CC/CC selon la revendication 1, le procédé de mise
en oeuvre comprenant les étapes de :

détection d’un pic de tension aux bornes du tran-
sistor de commutation, le pic de tension étant
indicatif d’une coupure du transistor de commu-
tation avant le passage par zéro du courant en
raison d’un décalage du premier moyen de com-
mande; et
production d’un signal de commande de déca-
lage par un second moyen de commande et
fourniture du signal de commande de décalage
au premier moyen de commande afin de réduire
le décalage du premier moyen de commande.

9. Dispositif électronique piloté par batterie compre-
nant un convertisseur CC/CC (100) selon l’une quel-
conque des revendications 1 à 7.
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